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1 Introduction to MyKerio
MyKerio simplifies the management of multiple Kerio Connect, Kerio Control and Kerio Operator
deployments through a centralized web interface. It provides consolidated system information, automatic
configuration backup, status monitoring, system notifications and complete remote configuration.

With a single sign on capability, MyKerio establishes an encrypted communication channel to your
deployments, allowing you to apply and share configuration settings remotely and securely without any prior
configuration.

MyKeriois able to send email notifications, or reach you via MyKerio app for Android and iOS devices.

Further reading:

Managing appliances

Managing organizations
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2 Using
This section contains detailed information about following topics:

2.1 Getting Started with MyKerio 6

2.2 Using MyKerio dashboard 8

2.3 Adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio 8

2.4 Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio 10

2.5 Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio 13

2.6 Backups in MyKerio 16

2.7 Installing Kerio Control Hardware Box through MyKerio 18

2.8 Managing appliances in MyKerio 21

2.9 Removing appliances from MyKerio 22

2.1 Getting Started with MyKerio
MyKerio is a free cloud service that enables you to monitor and manage multiple Kerio appliances from a
single dashboard. You can register for a free account atmy.kerio.com

Screenshot 1: Centralized monitoring and management of Kerio appliances

To begin using MyKerio:

1.Go to https://my.kerio.com/. If you are not registered yet, clickRegister and go through the registration
process.

2.Click Login.

3. Type your MyKerio username and password.

http://www.kerio.com/mykerio
https://my.kerio.com/
https://my.kerio.com/
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4.Optionally, check Keep me logged in to avoid getting automatically logged out of MyKerio in case of
inactivity.

5.Click Login.

MyKerio supports:

Feature Description

Remote admin-
istration

You can monitor and manage your Kerio products remotely from anywhere. Add Kerio Connect,
Kerio Control and, Kerio Operator to MyKerio to start managing and monitoring them.

Unified login You don't need login credentials for each appliance. You only need to only remember your MyKerio
credentials to access your respective appliance's administration.

Secured inter-
action

MyKerio saves only the product names, versions and IP addresses of the appliances. No credentials
from appliances are transferred to or saved in MyKerio.
You are also not required to open any service or port on your firewall, because your appliances
always establish the connection. MyKerio just forwards commands to your appliances.

Peer admin-
istration

You can invite other users as administrators to manage and monitor appliances along with you.For
more information, refer to Managing users in organizations (page 31).

Sending noti-
fications

You can set up MyKerio notification service to send alerts and notifications from your appliance. For
more information, refer to Sending alerts and notifications via MyKerio (page 28).

2-step veri-
fication

You can add an extra layer of security to your account by setting up 2-step verification, which uses
an application on your smartphone or computer to confirm your identity. For more information, refer
to Configuring 2-step verification in MyKerio (page 40).

Encrypted com-
munication

All communication between your appliances and MyKerio is encrypted.

Activity timeout MyKerio offers an administration shell that has an inactivity session invalidation in effect, which
means that if no activity happens in the browser window for 15 minutes, then the user gets logged
out of MyKerio automatically. This feature is only active when a user logs into MyKerio with Keep me
logged in option as disabled.
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2.2 Using MyKerio dashboard
The MyKerio dashboard displays all the appliances within each organization you have access to.

Before you start, decide on howmany organizations and administrators you need for each appliance. See
Adding andmanaging organizations andManaging users in organizations for more details.

The first column in each row displays the status of each appliance. See Displaying Appliance Status for
more information.

To open the administration interface for the appliance, click .

If an appliance is not connected, theOpen administration button disappears.

To rename an appliance, click in the appliance's row in the dashboard and type the new name.

To remove a appliance from theMyKeriodashboard, click in the appliance's row. The removed appli-
ance is still running, but it is no longer connected to MyKerio.

2.3 Adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio
MyKerio is a cloud service that enables you to administer multiple instances of Kerio Connect appliances
through a centralized web interface. This topic describes a process for adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio.
There are two ways how to accomplish it:

Adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio through Kerio Connect Administration

Adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio through the initial configuration

http://www.kerio.com/mykerio
http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=connect_help#CSHID=1567
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NOTE
You can add only on-prem Kerio Connect appliances to MyKerio. Kerio Connect Multi-Server is not
supported.

2.3.1 Adding Kerio Connect to MyKerio through Kerio Connect Administration
To link Kerio Connect to MyKerio you must enable access to MyKerio in Kerio Connect and sign up for
MyKerio.

1. In the Kerio Connect administration interface, go to Configuration > MyKerio .

2. Select Enable communication with MyKerio.

3.Click Apply.

4.Click the link add this Kerio Connect.

5. Your web browser opens https://my.kerio.com/login, where you can register or log in if you are already
registered. After successful login, MyKerio displays the Add a New Appliance dialog box.

6. Type the name of the Kerio Connect appliance (for example, your company name). If you have more
organizations created in MyKerio, select also the organization. For more information, refer to Managing
users in organizations (page 31).

7.Click Add.

You are now connected to MyKerio and you can see the Kerio Connect appliance in the MyKerio dashboard.

https://my.kerio.com/login
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2.4 Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio
MyKerio is a cloud service that enables you to administer multiple instances of Kerio Control appliances
through a centralized web interface. This topic describes a process for adding Kerio Control to MyKerio.
There are two ways how to accomplish it:

Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio through Kerio Control Administration

Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio during the Kerio Control installation

2.4.1 Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio through Kerio Control Administration
To link Kerio Control to MyKerio you must enable access to MyKerio in Kerio Control and sign up for
MyKerio.

1. In the Kerio Control administration interface, go to Remote Services.

http://www.kerio.com/mykerio
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2. Ensure thatConnect to MyKerio is checked.

3.Click the link add this Kerio Control. Your web browser opens https://my.kerio.com/, where you can
register or log in if you are already registered.

4. After successful login, MyKerio displays the Add a New Appliance dialog box.

5. Type the name of the Kerio Control appliance (for example, your company name). If you have more
organizations created in MyKerio, select also the organization. For more information, refer to Adding and
managing organizations (page 29).

6.Click Add.

You are now connected to MyKerio and you can see the Kerio Control appliance in the MyKerio dashboard.

https://my.kerio.com/
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2.4.2 Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio during the Kerio Control installation
When you install a new Kerio Control appliance, you can add it to MyKerio during the installation process. In
the last installation dialog in the Kerio Control console, you can find a link to MyKerio (see figure below):

1. Type the link to your browser. Your web browser opens https://my.kerio.com/login, where you can
register or log in if you are already registered. MyKerio with the Add a New Appliance dialog box opens.

https://my.kerio.com/login
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2. Type the name of the newly installed appliance.

3.Click Add.

The MyKerio dashboard appears, the appliance is displayed and its status isUp (status bullet is green).

If you miss the correct link during the installation, you can add Kerio Control to MyKerio later in the Kerio
Control Administration.

2.5 Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio
MyKerio is a cloud service that enables you to administer multiple instances of Kerio Operator appliances
through a centralized web interface. This topic describes a process for adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio.
There are two ways how to accomplish it:

Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio through Kerio Operator Administration

Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio during the Kerio Operator installation

2.5.1 Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio through Kerio Operator Administration
To link Kerio Operator to MyKerio you must enable access to MyKerio in Kerio Operator and sign up for
MyKerio.

1. In the Kerio Operator administration interface, go to Integration > MyKerio .
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2.Check Enable communication with MyKerio.

3.Click the link add this Kerio Operator. Your web browser opens https://my.kerio.com/login, where you
can register or log in if you are already registered.

4. After successful login, MyKerio displays the Add a New Appliance dialog box.

5. Type the name of the Kerio Operator appliance (for example, your company name). If you have more
organizations created in MyKerio, select also the organization. For more information, refer to Managing
users in organizations (page 31).

6.Click Add.

You are now connected to MyKerio and you can see the Kerio Operator appliance in the MyKerio
dashboard.

https://my.kerio.com/login
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2.5.2 Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio during the Kerio Operator installation
When you install a new Kerio Operator appliance, you can add it to MyKerio during the installation process.
In the last installation dialog in the Kerio Operator console, you can find a link to MyKerio (see figure below):

1. Type the link to your browser. Your web browser opens https://my.kerio.com/, where you can register or
log in if you are already registered. MyKerio with the Add a New Appliance dialog box opens.

https://my.kerio.com/
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2. Type the name of the newly installed appliance.

3.Click Add.

The MyKerio dashboard appears, the appliance is displayed and its status isUp (status bullet is green).

If you miss the correct link during the installation, you can add Kerio Operator to MyKerio later in the Kerio
Operator Administration.

2.6 Backups in MyKerio
Your appliances can automatically back up and upload your configuration files toMyKerio. MyKerio stores
up to five backup files per appliance.

NOTE
When restoring the configuration to Kerio Control or Kerio Operator, if the hardware is different unselect
the restoration of Network Interface settings. Although the new hardware has the same interfaces, their
identifiers are different.

MyKerio also stores configuration backups of disconnected or removed appliances.

2.6.1 Configuring automatic backups to MyKerio
To back up your configuration files:

1. Add your appliance to MyKerio.

To add Kerio Control, see Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio.

To add Kerio Operator, see Adding Kerio Operator to MyKerio.

2.Configure your appliance to automatically back up your files to MyKerio.

To configure Kerio Control, see Saving configuration toMyKerio.

To configure Kerio Operator, see Saving Kerio Operator configuration toMyKerio.

http://www.kerio.com/mykerio
http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=control_help#CSHID=1898
http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=operator_help#CSHID=1932
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2.6.2 Downloading and importing configuration backups from MyKerio
To download your configuration files from MyKerio:

1. In MyKerio, go to the Backups section.

2. Find the configuration backup you want to download.

3.Click .

Importing configuration backups to Kerio Control

NOTE
For more information about importing the configuration in Kerio Control, see the Import configuration
section in the Configuration Assistant topic.

To import your Kerio Control backups:

1. In the administration interface, go to Configuration > Remote Services > Configuration Backup.

2. In the Backup section, click Import configuration.

3. To select the configuration file, clickUpload Configuration File.

4. Select a method for the import and clickNext.

5.Click Finish.

Kerio Control restarts and applies your configuration files.

Importing configuration backups to Kerio Operator

To import your Kerio Operator backups:

http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=control_help#CSHID=1308#sect-importconfig
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1. In the administration interface, go to Configuration > Advanced Options > Backup and Recovery.

2. In the Recovery section, clickUpload Backup File.

3. Select a file you want to import.

4. Select items you want to recover.

5.ClickRecover.

Kerio Operator restarts and applies your configuration files.

2.7 Installing Kerio Control Hardware Box through MyKerio
This topic describes how to add Kerio Control Hardware Box to MyKerio and complete the registration
process and basic configuration of the box.

The advantage of this process is that a technician can perform the installation remotely. A non-technical
assistant located on-site can switch-on and connect the Hardware Box to the network, and the technician
can then add the Hardware Box to MyKerio and manage it.

If you have the software or virtual appliance version of Kerio Control, you can add the appliance from the
web administration interface. For more information, refer to Adding Kerio Control to MyKerio (page 10).

Prerequisites

To add Kerio Control Hardware Box to MyKerio, you need:

the serial number on the bottom of your Kerio Control Hardware Box or from Kerio Online Store. A serial
number is a 12-digit number, for example SRLNMR123456. For more information, refer to Installing Kerio
Control Hardware Box throughMyKerio (page 18).

your Kerio Control Hardware Box connected to the internet.

the local administrator's login credentials if your appliance is already set up locally.

Adding Kerio Control Hardware Box to MyKerio

NOTE
Verify that the Hardware Box can reach MyKerio. If the Internet provider does not provide a DHCP
server, the Kerio Control Hardware Box cannot obtain its IP address, so you must configure it manually.
For more information, see Configuring network interfaces.

Add a New Appliance

1. Log in to MyKerio.

2. In the Appliances section, click Add new appliance.

3. In the Add a New Appliance dialog box, key-in the serial number of the appliance.

4.Click Find this appliance.

http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=control_help#CSHID=1333
https://my.kerio.com/
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Set up the Appliance

If your appliance is already set up locally:

1. In the Set up the Appliance dialog box, verify the Kerio Control Hardware Box type and IP address, and
key-in your local administrator's login credentials.

2.Read and confirm Privacy Policy Terms and with End User License Agreement.

3.ClickNext.

If your appliance has not been set up locally:

1. In the Set up the Appliance dialog box, verify the Kerio Control Hardware Box type and IP address, and
configure your local administrator's login credentials.

2. In the Administrator email field, key-in the administrator's email address. This can be changed later, if
required.
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3.Optionally, select Allow Kerio Control to send anonymous usage statistics to Kerio Technologies.
This information helps us to understand how organizations use our products so that we can decide how to
best improve them. Statistics do not include any confidential data (passwords, email addresses, etc.), and
you can disable this option at any time under Advanced Options > Updates.

4.ClickNext.

5. Key-in your local administrator's login credentials for verification.

6.Read and confirm Privacy Policy Terms and with End User License Agreement.

7.ClickNext.

Add the Appliance toMyKerio

1. In the Add the Appliance to MyKerio dialog box, key-in a name for the appliance.

2. If you have more than one organization, use theOrganization drop-down list to assign the appliance cor-
rectly.

3.Click Finish.

After you successfully connect the appliance you can see it in the Appliances section. Wait one or two
minutes until the appliance is shown asUp (green).
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2.8 Managing appliances in MyKerio
Learn how to manage appliances in MyKerio.

1. Log in to MyKerio.

2.Go to Appliances.

3. To open the administration interface for the appliance, click .

The appliance opens and you can administer your appliances as usual.

NOTE
You cannot access Kerio Control Statistics from Kerio Control Administration when it is opened in
MyKerio.

To exit the appliance interface, click the return arrow.
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2.8.1 Displaying the appliance status
When you add your appliances to MyKerio, you can see their status in the Appliances section. MyKerio
indicates the status with three colors:

Green — The appliance is online.

Yellow — The appliance is online but with some minor issues, for example, lowmemory or an update is
available.

Red — the appliance is offline or with some major issues, for example, the license or the software main-
tenance has expired.

Grey — the appliance is reserved for an organization.

2.9 Removing appliances from MyKerio
You can remove your appliances from MyKerio directly or in the administration interface of Kerio Connect,
Kerio Control, or Kerio Operator.

To remove appliances from MyKerio

1. In MyKerio, go to Appliances.

2. Select an appliance.

3.Click .

4.ClickRemove.
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2.9.1 Removing appliances through products' administration interfaces
1. In Kerio Connect, go toMyKerio.

a. In Kerio Control, go to Remote Services > MyKerio.

b. In Kerio Operator, go to Integration > MyKerio.

2.ClickRemove from MyKerio.

3.Click Yes to confirm.
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3 Monitoring
This section provides detailed information about receiving and sending email notifications and alerts, and
information about MyKerio app for mobile devices.

3.1 MyKerio app for mobile devices 25

3.2 Receiving email notifications from MyKerio 27

3.3 Sending alerts and notifications via MyKerio 28

3.1 MyKerio app for mobile devices
The MyKerio app monitors the appliances you have in MyKerio and notifies you of any status changes. You
can:

Check the status of your appliances at any time.

Receive notifications if the status of any of your appliances changes.

View system errors or other critical events related to your appliances.

Download the MyKerio app from:

Android Play Store

Apple AppStore

MyKerio sends following notifications:

Update available

Lowmemory

Problem with mapped domain

Expiration of maintenance subscription or licence

Backup line active

Expiration of certificates

3.1.1 Using the MyKerio app on Apple Watch
To use the MyKerio app on Apple Watch, you must:

1. Pair your iPhone with Apple Watch

2.Download and install the MyKerio app

3.Display the app on Apple Watch. On your iPhone, open theWatch app >MyKerio, and enable the Show
App on Apple Watch option.

4. Log into the app on your iPhone

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.kerio.mykerio
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mykerio/id1091507462?mt=8
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3.1.2 Displaying the appliance status
For more information, refer to Displaying the appliance status (page 22).
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3.2 Receiving email notifications from MyKerio
By default, MyKerio sends email notifications, for example, when:

An appliance in MyKerio goes online or offline. MyKerio notifies all users in the organization.

MyKerio needs a confirmation of your email address.

You are invited to an organization.

You are removed from an organization.

You reset your password in MyKerio.

3.2.1 Disabling email notifications
To disable email notifications from MyKerio:

1. Log into MyKerio.

2.Go to Settings.

3. In the User preferences dialog box, deselect the Receive email notifications from MyKerio option.

Disabling the option does not affect emails about resetting passwords, inviting users to organizations, and
with confirmations of users' email addresses.
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For more information, refer to Sending alerts and notifications viaMyKerio (page 28).

3.3 Sending alerts and notifications via MyKerio

NOTE
For more information, refer to Receiving email notifications fromMyKerio (page 27).

MyKerio notification service can send alerts and notifications from your appliance without any need to
configure the SMTP relay.

You can use the MyKerio notification service without creating account in MyKerio.

The amount of emails this service can send is limited per 24 hours. If you expect a large amount of emails
from MyKerio notification service, use the SMTP server instead.

3.3.1 Configuring MyKerio notification service
1. In the administration interface, go to:

a. Remote Services > SMTP Relay > Settings in Kerio Control.

b. Advanced Options > General > Email service in Kerio Operator.

2. Select:

a. MyKerio notification service in Kerio Control.

b. MyKerio in Kerio Operator.

3.Click Apply.

4.Click Test.

5. In the Email Address dialog box, type your email address to test the connection and click OK. You
should receive a test message in your inbox.
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4 Settings
This section contains detailed information about the following topics:

4.1 Adding and managing organizations 29

4.2 Managing users in organizations 31

4.3 Sharing definitions across Kerio Control appliances with MyKerio 33

4.4 Configuring 2-step verification in MyKerio 40

4.5 Access auditing 45

4.6 Change or reset your password 46

4.1 Adding and managing organizations
You can organize your appliances into MyKerio Organizations so that it's easy to see which appliances
belong to different companies, sites, campuses, and so on.

NOTE
An appliance can only be added to one organization.

By default, there is one organization in your MyKerio account named after the domain of your email address.
After logging into MyKerio, you can create and manage your organizations.

4.1.1 Adding new organizations to MyKerio
When you first register with MyKerio, you have only one organization created for you.

To add a new organization:

1.Go toOrganizations in MyKerio.

2. In theOrganization screen, click the New Organization button.

3. In the New organization dialog box, type a name for your new organization.

4.ClickCreate.

MyKerio creates the new organization.
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4.1.2 Managing organizations in MyKerio

Click to leave the displayed organization.

Click to rename the displayed organization.

Click to delete the displayed organization.

IMPORTANT
MyKerio deletes the organization even if the organization contains other users and appliances.

4.1.3 Switching between organizations
1. In MyKerio, go toOrganizations.

2.Click the name of the organization.

3. In the drop-down menu, select the organization you want to display.
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4.1.4 Managing users in organizations
For more information, refer to Managing users in organizations (page 31).

4.2 Managing users in organizations
You can give other administrators the ability to manage one or more of your organizations and appliances.
These users then can rename the organization, add and manage appliances, and add or remove users.

4.2.1 Adding users to MyKerio
To allow other administrators to manage all the appliances within an organization, you must send them an
invitation. Once you have invited them, they receive an email inviting them to become part of your
organization:

1.Go toOrganizations in MyKerio.
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2.Click to invite a user.

3. In the Invite User to Organization dialog box, type the user's email address. MyKerio sends an invitation
email and the pending invitation appears in the list of users for the selected organization.

IMPORTANT
Ensure that the email address is typed correctly. The person that receives the email will have
administration rights to your appliances.

4. The invited user receives the email (see below) and clicks Accept invitation to complete the invitation
process.
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Now you can see the new user in your MyKerio organization.

NOTE
The invitations are valid for 7 days, expired invitations disappear from the list.
You can also resend and revoke the pending invitation.

Resending and revoking pending invitations

After you send an invitation to the organization, you can:

Click to resend the invitation email. Resending the invitation resets the expiration time of the invit-
ation back to 7 days.

Click to revoke the pending invitation. Revoking the invitation disables any existing links in the invit-
ations for the certain email address.

4.2.2 Deleting users from organizations

Click to delete a user from the displayed organization.

If you want to delete a user from all your organizations, you need to delete them from each organization
separately.

4.2.3 Adding and managing organizations
For more information, refer to Adding andmanaging organizations (page 29).

4.3 Sharing definitions across Kerio Control appliances with MyKerio

NOTE
MyKerio applies Shared definitions only to Kerio Control appliances. Also, this feature is only available in
Kerio Control 9.0 and newer.

MyKerio allows you to share definitions for IP address groups, URL groups and time ranges across Kerio
Control appliances.
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You can share definitions among all the Kerio Control appliances within one organization. You can:

Create definitions directly within MyKerio and share them across appliances within the same organ-
ization

Import definitions from an existing Kerio Control appliance and share them with other Kerio Control appli-
ances within the same organization

If you create shared definitions in MyKerio that already exist in the appliance, MyKerio converts them to
shared definitions.

Once your Kerio Control appliance uses shared definitions, you manage these definitions in MyKerio, and
they become read-only in the appliance.

You can also create and keep definitions directly in Kerio Control appliances. These local definitions cannot
be shared with other Kerio Control appliances.

Defining shared IP address groups

In the IP Addresses section, you can create:

Single IPv4 or IPv6 addresses

Groups of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses

Hostnames

IP address ranges for IPv4 or IPv6

IPv4 subnets with masks

IPv6 prefixes

Kerio Control uses predefined IP address groups in other configuration dialog boxes, such as those for
traffic and URL rules.

Adding new IP address groups

To create a new IP address group, you must first create a new definition group and then add new items:

1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > IP Addresses.

2. If you have more than one organization, select the appropriate one.

3. In the toolbar, click the + icon.

4. In the Add IP Address Group dialog box, type a name for the group.

5.Click Add. MyKerio creates a new IP address group and you can add items.

6.Click the + icon on the row with the IP address group name.
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7. In the Add IP Address dialog box, select one of the following:

Addresses - Type the IP address, range, network, subnet, or prefix. Click the Address
Examples link for all patterns accepted by Kerio Control.

IP Address Group - Type another group of IP addresses. Groups can be cascaded.

Firewall - Firewall is a special group that includes all the firewall's IP addresses.

IMPORTANT
If you add a domain name, you must use the Kerio Control DNS server and enable the DNS cache.
If you use an IP address or host name you can use any DNS server.

8. (Optional) In the Description field, type a description of the item.

9.Click Add.

Importing existing Kerio Control IP address groups

To import shared IP address groups from Kerio Control to MyKerio, you must first select the organization
where the appliance is included and then import IP address groups. Imported groups are automatically
shared with other Kerio Control appliances in the organization.

http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=control_help#CSHID=1345
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1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > IP Addresses.

2. Select the appropriate organization.

3.Click in the toolbar.

4. In the Import Shared Definitions dialog box, select the appliance from the drop-down list.

5. Select the groups you want to share.

6.Click Import.

From now on, you can see the IP address groups you selected both in the organization in MyKerio and in all
Kerio Control appliances included in the same organization.

Defining shared URL groups

URL groups enables you to define content rules in Kerio Control. For example, to disable access to a group
of web pages, you can define a URL group and assign permissions to the group, rather than defining
permissions for each individual content rule. A URL group rule is processed faster than a larger number of
separate rules for individual URLs.

Adding new URL groups

To create a new URL group, you must first create a new definition group and then add a new URL/URL
group or regular expression:

1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > URL Groups.

2. If you have more than one organization, select the appropriate one.
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3. In the toolbar, click the + icon.

4. In the Add URL Group dialog box, type a name for the group.

5.Click Add. MyKerio creates a new URL group and you can add items.

6.Click the + icon on the row with the URL group (see figure below).

7. In the Add URL dialog box, add a URL or another URL group. A URL can be specified by using:

The full address of a server, document or web page without protocol specification (http://).

Substrings with wildcard characters: * or ?: An asterisk (*) stands for any number of characters, a
question mark (?) represents one character.

Regular expressions. For details, seeWildcards and regular expressions in URL

8. (Optional) In the Description field, type a description for the URL. Especially if you use a regular expres-
sion, you should provide a description.

9.Click Add.

http://go.gfi.com/?pageid=control_help#CSHID=1512
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Importing existing Kerio Control URL groups

To import shared URL groups from Kerio Control to MyKerio, you must first select the organization where
the appliance is included and then import URL groups. Imported groups are automatically shared with other
Kerio Control appliances.

1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > URL Groups.

2. Select the organization.

3.Click in the toolbar.

4. In the Import Shared Definitions dialog box, select the appliance from the drop-down list.

5. Select the groups you want to share.

6.Click Import.

From now on, you can see the imported URL groups for the selected organization both in MyKerio and in the
individual Kerio Control appliances included in the same organization.

Defining shared time ranges

Time ranges define when Kerio Control rules should be valid.

Each time range can consist of multiple time spans with different settings.

Adding new time ranges

To create a new time range, you must first create a new definition group and then create a new time range
item:
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1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > Time Ranges.

2. If you have more than one organization, select the appropriate one.

3. In the toolbar, click the + icon.

4. In the Add Time Range Group dialog box, type a name for the time range.

5.Click Add. MyKerio creates a new time range and you can add items.

6.Click the + icon on the row with the time range (see figure below).

7. In the Add Time Range dialog box, configure the frequency, start and end times and days, if applicable.
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8.Click Add.

All Kerio Control appliances in the organization KERIO can now see and use the new shared time range.

Importing existing time ranges

To import time ranges from Kerio Control to MyKerio, you must first select the organization where the
appliance is included and then import the time ranges. Imported time ranges are automatically shared with
other Kerio Control appliances.

1. In MyKerio, go to Shared Definitions > Time Ranges.

2. Select the organization.

3.Click in the toolbar.

4. In the Import Shared Definitions dialog box, select the appliance from the drop-down list.

5. Select the time ranges you want to share.

6.Click Import.

From now on, you can see selected time ranges for the selected organization in both MyKerio and the
individual Kerio Control appliances included in the same organization.

4.4 Configuring 2-step verification in MyKerio
You can add an extra layer of security to your account by setting up 2-step verification, which uses an
application on your smartphone or computer to confirm your identity. If you lose the device that has the
authenticator installed, you can use backup codes generated by MyKerio; or sent to you by text message
(SMS). SeeGenerating backup codes and Verifying your identity with the backup SMS codes.
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Once 2-step verification is in place, you must use your credentials to authenticate and type a special time-
limited code generated by the authentication application. The authenticator needs to support RFC 6238.
Examples include:

Google Authenticator — Available for iOS, Android and Windows Phone

FreeOTP authenticator — Available for iOS and Android

Authenticator for iOS

Authenticator for WindowsPhone

WinAuth for WindowsOS

4.4.1 Enabling 2-step verification
To set up 2-step verification in MyKerio:

1. In the MyKerio interface, go to Settings.

2. In the 2-Step Verification section, click Enable. The Enable 2-Step Verification dialog box appears.

3.Open the authenticator application and scan the QR code (barcode) or type the alphanumeric code
shown below the QR code. You then get a time-limited, six-digit verification code. The authenticator gen-
erates a new code every 30 seconds. All codes generated on the basis of the MyKerio QR code are valid for
MyKerio authentication.

https://fedorahosted.org/freeotp/
http://mattrubin.me/authenticator/
http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/store/app/authenticator/e7994dbc-2336-4950-91ba-ca22d653759b
https://winauth.com/
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4. Type the verification code from the authenticator app.

5.Click Verify and save.

From now on, 2-step verification is required when signing in to MyKerio.

4.4.2 Generating backup codes
MyKerio allows you to save several backup codes for authentication without the authenticator.

1. In the MyKerio interface, go to Settings.

2. In the 2-Step Verification section, clickGenerate. The Backup Codes for 2-Step Verification dialog
box appears.
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3.Click Print or Save as file. If you generate a new code set, all codes from the old set become invalid.

IMPORTANT
Each code can be used only once. However, you can generate new code sets as needed.

4.4.3 Verifying your identity with SMS codes
To use backup SMS codes, you must save your phone number in MyKerio settings.

1. In theMyKerio interface, go to Settings.

2. In the 2-Step Verification section, click Set backup phone.

3. The Backup Phone For 2-Step Verification dialog box appears.

4. Type your phone number. The number must include the international prefix and you can use various
formats, such as:

+ 1 (408) 496-4500

+ 7 (495) 9136823
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+420 377 338 901

5.Click Send me SMS.

6. Type the code you receive via text message into the Code from SMS field.

7.Click Verify and save.

4.4.4 Cannot access your authenticator?
If you do not have your authenticator linked with the MyKerio account, you can use one of the backup codes
or SMS code for 2-step verification.

1. In your browser, go to https://my.kerio.com.

2. Type your credentials in the login dialog box. The 2-step verification dialog box appears.

3. In the 2-step verification dialog box, clickDon't have a code?

4. Type the backup code, or click Send SMS and type the SMS code into the dialog box.

5.Click Verify and Login.

https://my.kerio.com/
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4.4.5 Disabling 2-step verification
To disable 2-step verification:

1. In the MyKerio interface, go to Settings.

2. In the 2-Step Verification section, clickDisable 2-step verification. The Disable 2-Step Verification
dialog box appears.

3. Type your MyKerio password to confirm the action.

4.ClickDisable 2-step verification.

MyKerio disables 2-step verification and you no longer need it to access MyKerio.

4.5 Access auditing
MyKerio records details of each successful and failed login and logout attempts. These access audit trails
provide a means to help accomplish several security-related objectives, including intrusion detection, and
problem analysis.

Log in to MyKerio and go to Settings > Audit Access to view access audit trails.

Screenshot 2: The Access Audit screen

On the Access Audit screen, you can choose the organization to view the recorded access audit trail of its
users.
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Screenshot 3: Access Audit Filters

Use Audit Filters to filter trail records based on:

The IP Address of user's machine or device.

The time range by specifying a Start Date and an End Date.

The type of access attempt by selecting Login , Logout or, Failed login attempt .

Click Apply filters to only show access logs that match the filters configured.

4.6 Change or reset your password
If you forget or lose your password, you can always change or reset it.

4.6.1 Changing your password
To change your MyKerio password:

1. Log in to MyKerio.

2.Go to Settings.

3. In the Change password section, type your current and new passwords. MyKerio requires complex pass-
words.

4.ClickChange password.
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4.6.2 Resetting your password
If you lose your MyKerio password:

1.Go to https://my.kerio.com/login.

2.Click Forgot password.

3. In the Reset your password dialog box, type your email address and click Send.

4.Go to your mailbox and wait for a message with the subject Reset your MyKerio password.

5. In the message body, clickChange password. Your browser opens a dialog box where you can change
your password.

6. Type your password twice.

7.Click Set New Password.

You can now log in to MyKerio with your new password.

https://my.kerio.com/login
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5 Troubleshooting and support
This topic explains how to resolve any issues encountered during installation of MyKerio. The main sources
of information available to solve these issues are:

This manual - most issues can be solved through the information in this help system.

Knowledge Base articles

Web forum

Contacting Technical Support

If this manual does not satisfy your expectations, or if you think that this documentation can be improved in
any way, let us know via email on: documentation@gfi.com.

5.1 Receiving emails via MyKerio notification service does not work
MyKerio notification service includes a local email blacklist to temporary suspend sending emails to
recipients with a history of bounce messages. The blacklist blocks each invalid email address for 2 weeks.
MyKerio removes the email address from the blacklist after 2 weeks from the last bounce messages.

Identifying problems with email addresses in the administration

If you use MyKerio notification service and delivering emails from your appliances doesn't work, you can
have an invalid or blocked email address configured in the appliance.

If blacklisted email address is typed in alerts or statistics reports, consult theWarning log and check your
Internet connectivity, traffic rules and so on.

Otherwise, consult the Debug log for more information:

1. In the administration interface, go to Debug log.

2.Right-click in the main window.

3. In the context menu, clickMessages.

4. In the Logging Messages dialog box, selectMyKerio.

5.ClickOK.

From now on, the Debug log records all MyKerio activity such as requests, responses, errors.

mailto:documentation@gfi.com
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NOTE
After debugging, deselect MyKerio in the Logging Messages dialog box. Otherwise, the appliance
continues to record the MyKerio communication and may slow down the server performance.

Testing SMTP relay email addresses

You can test the SMTP relay in following places:

Remote Services > SMTP Relay in Kerio Control

Advanced Options > General in Kerio Operator.

If you use blacklisted email address as a test email address and the test fails due to an incorrect email
address:

Kerio Control displays the error dialog box

Kerio Operator displays the SMTP server failure notification and logs an error in the Error log.

Examples of Debug logmessages
Debug log message Description

[07/Aug/201815:27:00] {MyKerio}
Operation failed Recipient
asmith@example.local: Email
address format is not valid.

The recipient’s email address format is not valid or the TLD domain
does not exist.

[07/Aug/2018 15:29:57] {MyKerio}
Operation failed Recipient
asmith@example.com: Email send
failed. Recipient is blacklisted
due to bounce messages.

The recipient has a history of bounce messages and the MyKerio noti-
fication service cannot deliver the email. The recipient is temporarily
blacklisted for 2 weeks.

[07/Aug/2018 15:30:15] {MyKerio}
Operation failed Email to
asmith@example.com rejected. Your
appliance is not allowed to send
emails due to too many bounced
emails.

The connected appliance has tried to send emails to multiple recip-
ients which have a history of bounce messages. All emails from that
appliance will be rejected until the number of the blacklisted recipients
decreases. MyKerio automatically removes email addresses from the
blacklist after 2 weeks from the last attempt to send email.

[08/Mar/2018 15:32:45] {MyKerio}
Operation failed Email to
asmith@example.com rejected. Your
appliance exhausted email quota.

The connected appliance has sent more that 100 emails within 24
hours and exceeded the email quota. The time period is counted from
the first sent email within the time period and resets after 24 hours.
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Testing SMTP relay email addresses

You can test the SMTP relay at the following places:

Remote Services > SMTP Relay in Kerio Control

Advanced Options > General in Kerio Operator.

If you use blacklisted email address as a test email address and the test fails due to an incorrect email
address:

Kerio Control displays the error dialog box.

Kerio Operator displays the SMTP server failure notification and logs an error in the Error log.

Identifying problems with email addresses in MyKerio

MyKerio displays an error message if you type invalid email address during your:

Registration. (MyKerio sends you confirmation email).

Attempt to reset your MyKerio password (MyKerio sends you email where you can set a new password).

Verify the email address. If the email address is valid, try to, for example, send an email message from a
different email address to see whether your blacklisted email address can receive messages.
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